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This book teaches how you can make a difference with Nature's lifeline through the use of fruits
and vegetables. It will show you which juices are best for you and which to avoid. It will also show
how to discover your deficiencies. This is a valuable book to anyone with a juicer, guiding you to
better health.



Juicing for Beginners: The Essential Guide to Juicing Recipes and Juicing for Weight Loss
Prescription for Nutritional Healing, Fifth Edition: A Practical A-to-Z Reference to Drug-Free
Remedies Using Vitamins, Minerals, Herbs & Food Supplements The Herbal Drugstore: The
Best Natural Alternatives to Over-the-Counter and Prescription Medicines



Machel A., “Smaller than I thought. I honestly thought it was a little bigger from what I read in the
description, but I guess I probably didn't check the specs properly. Nonetheless, it's a great book
if you believe in good health.”

cleopatric, “a jucing classic. Laura covers the homespun advice of hearsay and hand me downs.
And she knows what's she's talking about. Although drinking juices is good, you may need to try
additional health moves. I'm into the health food movement like a lot of people nowadays.
Unfortunately most books and programs don't cover all of the many ways to get and stay healthy.
Although the above book listed is an excellent resource. It's like most authors and programs are
trying to be too pc (politically correct). To correct myself a little, most health advice, programs,
books and supplements usually offer pretty good advice these days.You know:1. Don't alcohol2.
Don't abuse drugs3. Don't smoke (cigarettes and the like)4. Eat move live fresh fruits and
vegetables.5. Eat less process foods and meats.Now all of this is good advice, although there is
a right way and wrong way to do anything.1. Get a juicer not a blender.(why)?2.You don't need
the extra fiber when your really sic!3. Preferably do a short 1-4 week intermittent juice fast, but
go slowly. You could possibly detox too fastand that causes nausea.4. After 2-3 days you should
feel some types of signs physically that it's working.OR...1. Don't make any other lifestyles
changes and just drink the juices everyday. More w Ater than juice. It'll take longer but it'll work!
Just remember to eliminate the pulp and then results happen.2. Enjoy the journey.I'm 62 yrs. old,
although not a physician, I know a thing or three about all this from personal everyday
experience.If you've got a lot of experience also, weigh in on this conversational thread :-) Good
luck to yaz!”

Avon J. Bellamy, “Very Helpful for Health Concerns. This is one of the best books I have read in
terms of the information it presents on combinations of juices to be used to aid the body in the
development of optimum health. It breaks down the juices to be used for various diseases and
gives a variety of testimonies on the effectiveness of various juice therapies. I have found these
juice combinations, when used with other forms of diet and exercise, useful in creating higher
energy output and vastly better health. I am 71 and, with the exception of eye drops, medication
free.”

Patricia A Douglass, “A great little go to book!. I bought this book to replace the book I got as a
gift back in the early 70's that strangely disappeared from my bookcase. I looked a long time for
a replacement and couldn't be happier that I found it. It helped me a lot! Lots helpful information
in it.”

Jasmine Jones, “Awesome. The book was amazing. I am not a big reader, but I read the first sour
chapters as soon as I got it. It was full of immeasurable information that was extremely helpful to



me. It helps me to view fruits and vegetables in a whole new light. Everyone should buy a copy.”

Marbo424, “THRILLED TO FIND THIS BOOK.... IT WAS A FAVORITE OF MINE FOR IT'S
COMMON SENSE HEALTHFUL APPROACH... FROM USE IT DEGRADED AND SO TO BE
ABLE TO HAVE IT AGAIN WAS TERRIFIC! I USE THE IDEAS AND IT HAS BEEN ONE OF MY
FAVORITE BOOKS! SHARE THE IODEAS WITH FRIENDS”

rosa, “great. great book to get you back into good health and heal your body naturally. this is an
excellent book to have”

Patricia J Slentz, “good info on how to use juice to heal ailments. good info on how to use juice to
heal ailments”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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